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ing. I always insisted on doing that unaided and became
quite adept, though the slightest touch of the knee on saddle
was enough to launch her in full stride. My original mount,
Al Bahraniya, had fallen to Zayid, also a good beast though
inclined to be slow and a little heavy. But Zayid was the
outstanding camel-master of us all, and could get the best
out of her without visible effort.
Over the great rolling downs, becoming perceptibly barer of
vegetation as we advanced, we struck, leaving the prominent
peak of Adraj itself two or three miles to our left. The
atmosphere, cool and clammy under the overcast sky, left
nothing to be desired. And from time to time Al Aqfa
started off on the track of a hare, apparently trusting to her
eyes rather than her nose. The Arab certainly thinks that
the Saluqi works by sight rather than scent, but it would
be difficult to decide the matter definitely. Our dog
certainly appeared to take short cuts where the little round
dots of the hare's trail fetched a circuit, but she was also
very quick to pick up any trifle of food one might fling to
her from camel-back even in the dark, and I suspected
that a sense of smell played some part in her activities.
The sand-trails now lay uniformly to the south of the tufts
and thickets of vegetation in deference to the north wind
which had ruled the roost since the break of the weather, but
in some places we found them to the west.  Salim, thoroughly
enjoying his responsible status of sole guide to the expedition,
generally rode with me in the lead.   His camel, a huge and
ponderous beast, carried two water-skins covered with pen-
dent stalactites of raw meat, to which the rider helped
himself freely from time to time.   It is good, he said; eat a
little and you will see.   Well, give me a small bit from the
piece you have in your hand, I replied.   It did not look par-
ticularly appetising, but I found it savoury enough to the
taste—good, strong meat too to ward off the weakness that
comes of hungering.   Salim and Suwid, both of the same
clan, had laid in a communal stock of the stuff and also shared
the contents of the four water-skins they carried between
them.  The one never drank without informing the other and
inviting him to do likewise.  I was soon recognised as a part-

